
No pre-lab is required for this experiment.  Just come in and have fun! 
 
Make soap  
Weigh out 25 g of lard in your clean and dry evaporating dish. Make sure that you clean the 
scoop, balance and counter of any lard.  
Be careful! Obtain 10 ml of 50% NaOH solution in your clean graduated cylinder. Do not get 
any NaOH on your hands. If you have extra NaOH give it to someone else.  
Set up a steam bath with your 250 ml beaker. Using your evaporating dish tongs, place the 
evaporating dish and lard on the steam bath. Melt the Lard.  
Slowly add the NaOH to the melted lard, while stirring with your stirring rod. Stir for 20–50 
minutes until the mixture looks just like mashed potatoes. Turn off the flame.  
Pour about 25 ml of the hot water from your steam bath into another beaker. Using your 
spatula remove the soap mixture into this hot water. Disperse the soap in the water as best 
you can. Get a piece of Universal indicator paper and test the pH of the soap. It should be 
blue.  
 
What is the pH?_______________  
 
In a beaker obtain about 10 ml of dilute HCl (6M). Add the acid to your soap with your 
medicine dropper, a small amount at a time. Stir after each amount of HCl that you add. Try 
to get it mixed in well with your glass stirring rod. Get some Universal indicator paper and 
touch your stirring rod to it. Add and stir in the HCl until the pH is about 8. Do not add too 
much HCl. If you do add too much acid, the pH will be less than 8 and you will have to add 
some dilute NaOH (6M) to get the pH back to 8.  
In a small beaker get 15 ml of saturated NaCl solution. Try not to include any of the solid 
NaCl that is on the bottom of the bottle. Mix the NaCl solution into your soap thoroughly.  
Set up a filtering system. Pour your soap mixture into the filter. Rinse the soap with 2 
portions of 15 ml of de-ionized water. After each rinsing squeeze as much solution out of 
your soap as you can with your spatula. Test the pH of your soap with the universal indicator 
paper.  
If the pH is 8 or less you can wash your hands with your soap.  
Put your soap in a clean beaker. You may add 1 drop of food coloring and 1 drop of perfume.  
 
CLEAN UP! 


